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BLUEVOLUTION is the new show by 
these famous blue men. You will be 
introduced to the new character of “the 
Musician” in this show that blends art, 
drumming and percussion. 

Tour this exhibit of over 3,000 images 
and illustrations “with” Van Gogh 
through Arles, Saint Rémy and Auvers-
sur-Oise, where he created so many of 
his iconic pieces.

Ride in a bike show, rock out to live mu-
sic, watch the bike parade, participate 
in demo rides and take a guided tour at 
this large motorcycle-centric event.

Tokio Hotel introduced America to 
German pop-rock with their English-
language album in 2007. Whether 
you “schrei” or “scream,” this is the 
concert for you. More dates can be 
found at tokiohotel.com.

Get in some late-night shopping at 
this indoor market and find your next 
favorite outfit or house decoration.

Get new ink, shop clothing and 
accessories, take the kids to the 
children’s magic land and admire the 
artistry of the talented ink masters 
surrounding you all weekend long.

Enjoy art as far as the eye can see. 
Featuring classic styles, contemporary 
designs, photography, sculptures, 
graphics, paintings and more, all 
kinds of art lovers will appreciate 
something at this fair. 

Ride some rides, play games, shop 
the traders’ market, eat delicious fair 
food, meet Wasenhasi (the official 
mascot) and watch fireworks at the 
last few weeks of this festival.

EDITOR'S PICKS
May Events

By Tamala Malerk

Editor’s Pick Call Out:
Did you attend a previous Editor’s Picks event? We want to hear 
all about it! Please share something memorable about your 
experience in about 50-70 words and you could be featured 
here. Send your submissions to contentteam@stripes.com. 

Stuttgarter Frühlingsfest
April 22–May 14, Stuttgart

art KARLSRUHE
May 4–7, Karlsruhe

Tattoo Convention
May 6, Erfurt

Nighttime Flea Market
May 13, Mainz 

Tokio Hotel—Beyond the World Tour
May 17, Leipzig

Hamburg Harley Days 2023
May 19–21, Hamburg

Van Gogh Alive 2023
May 20–23, Düsseldorf

Blue Man Group
May 24–28, Bremen

As we inch closer to summer, we can spend more 

time outdoors and enjoy the sunshine. With 

Mother’s Day and Military Spouse Appreciation 

Day this month, you’ve got plenty of excuses to spend 

some extra money for one of these picks. From tattoos to 

Tokio Hotel, tango, tasty treats and tons more, we’ve got 

something for everyone this month. 

Tell Your Story!

©ALIZADASTUDIOS/123RF.COM

©TICHR/123RF.COM

©NIKONLAMP/123RF.COM

©SIEGFRIEDKOPP123RF.COM

©CLEM ONOJEGHUO/
UNSPLASH.COM

©WJAREK/123RF.COM

©BJOERND/123RF.COM

@BLUE MAN GROUP
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Your Hair & Beauty Expert in Wiesbaden
(5 mins. from Hainerberg)

Tuesday - Friday: 09:00 - 18:00
Saturdays: 09:00 - 14:00

 OPEN:

 WE OFFER:
• Hair Styling for Women 
• Hair Styling Men
• Hair Extensions by Great Lengths
• Permanent Hair Straightening by Goldwell
• Specializes in Blond Hair Techniques
• Permanent Make Up

Adelheidstrasse 20, Wiesbaden
Free parking available in front of the salon | Visa & Credit Cards Accepted

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT: 
0611-9006 9284 
devine-hair-beauty-wiesbaden.jimdofree.com/



PHOTO 
of the month

Iconic Venice looks so unusual to those who have not grown up on the water, but imagine 

what it would be like to accomplish your errands via boat! This spectacular city built on a 

marshy archipelago is not without its issues, as it is very slowly sinking into the water, and 

beautiful historic architecture is sometimes at risk of flooding. The grand white dome of the 

Basilica di Santa Maria della Salute was built in 17th century after a major plague outbreak that 

killed a third of the city’s population in 1630 and 1631. Each year, a festival of thanksgiving, the 

Festa della Madonna della Salute, is held to commemorate the end of the epidemic.

Photo by Terry Cramer.
For a chance for your photo to be featured, email contentteam@stripes.com.
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Wiesbaden Dental Care

Wiesbaden Dental Care

06119 887 2650

Bahnstrasse 14, 65205 Wiesbaden

WiesbadenDentalCare@gmail.com

www.WiesbadenDental.com

Creating
  Healthy
     Smiles

A M E R I C A N  D E N T I S T S ,  H Y G I E N I S T S  &  S T A F F



A DAY AT

By Tamala Malerk

Idar-Oberstein

Idar-Oberstein is a “gem” of a city–literally.  The city is filled 
with actual gems and figurative ones such as castles, muse-

ums, historical monuments, eateries and more.

At the German Gem Museum (Deutsche Edel-
steinmuseum), gems from all over the world are 
found in 10,000 exhibits across three floors and 
demonstrates the more than 500-year-old gem 
industry in the area. Along with gemstones, you 
will also find sculptures and crafted engravings. 
The German Mineral Museum (Deutsche Miner-
alienmuseum), presents jewelry from the 19th 
and 20th centuries across four floors of exhibits. 
The museum has recently acquired a collection 
of 50 sculptures crafted from rare minerals and 
metals created by the French artist-couple Clau-
dius Barbat and Katherine Dimitri-Barbat. The 
Industrial Monument Jakob Bengel teaches you 
all about the 130-year-old industrial industry in 
Idar-Oberstein (say that five times fast). Learn all 
about jewelry products, techniques and materials 
from the region.

Learn Something 
There are five monuments you 

should keep an eye out for including 

fountains, statues and bridges.“
“
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 See Something
 The Oberstein Castle is beautiful to see 
and tells the story of a community coming 
together. The castle was built in the 
14th century and over the centuries was 
ravaged by war and age. Further disinte-
gration and neglect led to major damage 
to the castle in the mid-20th century. In 
1998, the citizens of Idar-Oberstein band-
ed together and formed the Oberstein 
Castle Club which has since repaired 
walls and restored rooms for visitors. The 
Bosselstein Castle is more of an “ancient 
ruin” than an intact castle, but it is still a 
great photographic scene that provides 
a clear view of the town and is worth the 
hike to see.

Do Something
At the Steinkaulenberg Mine, meander through 
visitor tunnels and feel as if you are in a fairytale and 
dig for treasure. Children and adolescents can also 
go mining in the fields. (Registration is required for 
treasure hunting and field mining).  Rent a paddle 
boat and watch a multi-media show about precious 
stones (available in English, German and four other 
languages) at the Weiherschleife Grinding.  

Find Something
As you are exploring the area, there are five mon-
uments you should keep an eye out for including 
fountains, statues and bridges. Make it a family game 
to see who spots all five first. A person sits atop the 
Fountain at the Marketplace. A spherical sight awaits 
you at the Fountain at the Gemstone Circle. Jewish 
citizens of Idar-Oberstein who were deported and 
murdered from 1933 to 1945 are memorialized at 
the Jewish Memorial. A beautiful statue stands at the 
end of the Peter Drey Bridge. Finally, see if you can 
spot the statue of Lorenzo the Ice Cream Man giving 
out his signature treat.

Das Spießbratenhaus: Restaurant Alte-Kanzlei & 
Café Ratsstübchen provides a multi-page menu that 
ensures that there will be something for everyone. 
The featured Spießbraten is a large piece of seasoned 
meat, stuffed with onion and rested for eight to 24 
hours before being roasted on an open beech wood 
fire. Another is Eckstein Bar and Food, but this is 
one that you will want to leave the kids at home for. 
The very inappropriately titled food and drinks are 
not only delicious but also provide many immature 
giggles at the table.

Eat Something

©giggel, CC BY 3.0 <https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0>, via Wikimedia Commons
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RENTAL SERVICE at

ONLINE

HERE

RESERVE



By Jessica Zen

The Italian metropolis of Milan packs so much punch 

into one city it’s hard to know where to begin when 

planning a trip. There’s just so much to see and do! Not 

only is Milan one of four fashion capitals of the world, 

but it is also home to 113 Michelin-starred restaurants. 

You’re sure to enjoy some seriously good food here and 

the shopping will be nothing short of incredible. Add 

in the outstanding architecture, and Milan just might 

steal your heart. Even if you only have minimal time 

here, be sure to make it memorable!

MILAN
A FEW MOMENTS IN

Visiting the cathedral as a tourist requires a ticket 

starting at seven euros. The stairs or elevator to 

the roof is 20 euros. It is best to book ahead as 

they sell out quickly, especially in summer. See 

www.duomomilano.it/en for more information.

Duomo di Milano
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THE WORLDS OLDEST & BIGGEST

CUCKOO-CLOCK
Clocks – Gifts – Souvenirs 

Gebr. Stern GmbH  •  An den Quellen 3  •  65183 Wiesbaden  •  Tel. 0611-30 21 12  •  info@gifts-from-germany.com

www.gifts-from-germany.com
Full English website includes driving directions, payment methods etc.

Opening Hours: 

Receive full tax discount with 
your VAT form + an additional 

• 75 Years of Experience
• Worldwide Shipping available
• Overseas repairs services
• Your specialist for cuckoo-clocks, 
 beer mugs and all Christmas items! Monday – Saturday 10:00 – 18.00

Special arrangements possible 

Ph. +49 69 120186550



A
No trip to Milan is complete without visiting the cathedral. The 

Duomo di Milano is located in the heart of Milan, and construc-

tion started on this masterpiece in 1386. Surprisingly, it took until 

1965 to complete! With its Italian Gothic style, the front of the 

cathedral is an elaborate work of art. It’s almost impossible to take 

in all of the details, considering there are 3,400 statues, 135 gar-

goyles and 700 figures. Imagine being in charge of designing one 

of the biggest Catholic cathedrals in the world! Be sure to make 

the trek up to the top via the steps or an elevator for sweeping 

views of the city from this architectural giant.

As with almost any European city worth its salt, you must visit the 

resident castle. In Milan, that castle originated in the 15th century 

and is known as Castello Sforzesco. One of the most defining 

features of the castle is the massive brick fortification with towers 

that surround it. The design of the walls includes built in perfora-

tions used for scaffolding to maintain the walls. You can also see 

where the moat would have been. The central and most domi-

nating tower, Torre del Filarete, has undergone many renovations 

and is a modern reconstruction. If you venture inside, you’ll be 

delighted to find seven museums that chronicle the city’s culture 

and civic history. Don’t miss out on seeing artwork by Michelan-

gelo at the Museo della Pietà Rondanini and Leonardo da Vinci’s 

work at Sala Delle Asse.

If you’re looking for green space perfect for picnicking in this me-

tropolis, the Parco Sempione is adjacent to the castle. Designed in 

the 1800s after the form of romantic English parks, it features tons 

of forested paths with monuments big and small, a lake, an arena 

and a museum.

Another incredible structure in the area is the Basilica of 

Sant’Ambrogio. This church is one of the oldest in Milan. It 

was built by St. Ambrose from 379 – 386 A.D. Over the years it 

has undergone several reconstructions and renovations. The 

current facade style is Romanesque and was completed in the 

12th century. The structure is somewhat unusual and features 

two red-brick bell towers that are not the same height and 

were built 300 years apart. When you visit, you’ll learn about 

monastic life and how the towers came to be built this way. 

This basilica is of particular importance because St. Ambrose 

is the patron saint of Milan. His body is on display inside the 

basilica’s crypt. 

Within certain walls, you’ll find world-renowned artwork 

gracing the interior, such as Da Vinci’s The Last Supper mural at 

the Santa Maria delle Grazie. It is a massive piece—almost nine 

meters wide and was painted from 1494 to 1498 with the goal 

of turning the old convent into a mausoleum for the Duke of 

Milan’s family. A shift in plans came however, when a smaller 

mortuary chapel was built instead for the noble family.

The castle is free to enter, 

but access to all the museums 

costs five euros for an adult ticket. 

It is closed on Mondays.

Castle Sforzesco

The basilica is free to enter and 

open daily.

Basilica of Sant‘Ambrogio
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Fashion
Since Milan is one of Italy’s most fashionable 

cities, don’t pass up an opportunity to at least 

window-shop in the area. You’ll see some 

incredible fashion pieces, especially at the Gal-

leria Vittorio Emanuele II. Built in 1877, it is one 

of the world’s oldest shopping malls and takes 

opulence to the next level. The mall is in the 

shape of a cross and features a glass ceiling. 

Inside you’ll find only high-end designers.

For even more shopping fun, head to the 

“Quadrilatero d’Oro,” or Golden Rectangle, 

which includes Via della Spiga, Via Sant’An-

drea and Via Montenapoleone. Admire luxury 

Italian brands like Prada, Versace, Armani 

and Dolce & Gabbana as you wander up and 

down the streets. You’ll also find foreign luxury 

brands like Louis Vuitton, Chanel and so much 

more! Splurge on a statement piece or enjoy 

looking for free. 

Food
After admiring all the beautiful architecture and 

doing a little shopping, you should probably 

consider some refreshments. From Michelin-Star 

restaurants to local trattorias, Milan has some-

thing for everyone’s tastes. Since there are so 

many Michelin-Star restaurants here, you might 

as well indulge. Enrico Bartolini al Mudec is the 

perfect place to experience haute cuisine. This 

three-star restaurant boasts a refined atmo-

sphere, new flavors and food that is “perfectly 

encapsulating the Italian lifestyle.”

If you want to enjoy an aperitivo, head to 

Fonderie Milanesi. Relax outside as you enjoy 

your specialty cocktail and some light Milanese 

food. There are plenty of drink options as well 

as vegetarian options for the food. For a full sit-

down meal, make reservations at Dongiò. Here 

you’ll find Calabrian dishes like spaghettoni alla 

tamarro, which is pasta, tomato sauce and nduja 

sausage. If you’d prefer to stay away from meat, 

try the parmigiana di melanzane, which is similar 

to the eggplant parmesan dish in America. 

If you’re only able to steal a few moments of bliss 

in Milan, be sure to use them to the fullest! Admire 

the incredible architecture, visit one of the largest 

cathedrals in the world and eat some of the most 

incredible food. Milan is full of incredible opportu-

nities and just waiting for you to stop by. 

Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II

Parmigiana di Melanzane
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Snacks: Pack finger-friendly 

snacks that are a mix of healthy 

items and treats. Have the kids 

help you pick out their snacks so 

they feel more in control. Make a 

“road trip” trail mix with the kids 

that is a blend of healthy and 

sweet that will make even the 

pickiest eaters smile.ROAD TRIPPING

1
Start small: If all your kids are used to is a neigh-

borhood trip to the store, try branching out on two- to 

three-hour trips and then maybe an overnight trip 

before venturing out on a long-distance trip.

with Kidswith Kids

School is letting 

out soon and if 

you are planning 

a summertime road trip 

with kids, we’ve got 10 

tips that may make the 

ride smoother.

No. 3

Assign them tasks: Before you go, 

give each kid an age-appropriate check-

list to get them more involved with the 

whole experience. For example, put one 

in charge of making sure everyone has 

underwear. (Also, double-check every-

one’s checklist before final takeoff).

5

Change up the entertainment: Movies and shows can 

get old quickly for short attention spans. Bring along travel-friendly 

games and activities such as crossword puzzles or word searches. 

Have the kids pick out books from the library before you go

IV

Travel at night: If you have really young children, 

traveling after bedtime can help kids sleep along the way. 

Eat a nice hearty dinner and pack their favorite movie to 

watch before they fall asleep.

6

Road trip bingo: Find or create road trip Bingo cards of things 

and places everyone might see on the drive (a dog in another vehi-

cle, a McDonalds, etc.). Also, teach kids the license plate game (the 

international version is fun over here in Europe).

Hope for the best, prepare for the 
worst: Pack plenty of sanitation wipes, rubber 

gloves, hand sanitizer, sickness bags and towels. Old-

er kids (and adults unfamiliar with where the nearest 

rest stop is) might appreciate a portable potty kit like 

the one from GoGirl or even a small portable toilet. 

Eight
Plan your Stops: Is the world’s largest 

twine ball five minutes off your route? Why 

not stop, stretch your legs, eat a sandwich 

and take a pic for the ‘Gram (or Grandma)? 

Educate kids about the you’ll be stopping at 

along the way to ramp up the excitement.

Vary up the 
accommodations: 
Stay at a cabin in a 

campground one night and 

a hotel with a pool the next. 

Make the overnight just as 

exciting (if not more) than 

daytime travel stops.

9. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Create a reward system: 
Did the kids go three hours with-

out fighting? Reward them with a 

pre-planned toy, a small activity of 

their choice or maybe a candy or 

popcorn snack to go with 

their next movie. 

By Tamala Malerk

7
2
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M E D I C A L

Private Practice in Wiesbaden
General Medicine   •   Cardiology   •   Angiology

www.drmurray.deMainzer Str. 98-102, 65189 Wiesbaden (Welfenhof-Zentrum)
+49 (0) 611-94917358 • info@drmurray.de

Book Your Appointment Today!

• Annual Check-Ups

• Prescription Refills

• Lab Diagnostics

• Work/Sport Physicals

• Diagnostic Ultrasound

• Urgent Care Services

• Heart & Lung Function     

  Testing

Tricare is Accepted!

English-Speaking

Highest Quality Healthcare

Patient-focused

American Board-Certified

Short Waiting Time

Free Parking (around the back)

M E D I C A L

M E D I C A L



White Asparagus Soup
If you love a recipe that is hard to mess up, why not prepare these 

spears to be pureed into a flavorful soup? One might mistake it on 

sight for potato soup but will quickly find a creamy smoothness 

that goes quite well with a nice crusty bread. It’s also a great excuse 

to use fresh herbs as a garnish on top.

The blog, A Sausage has Two, adapted a fantastic 6-serving recipe:

www.asausagehastwo.com/white-asparagus-cream-soup

White Asparagus Salad
This salad with a zesty vinaigrette is a great chilled dish to serve 

on a warm day, using eggs and a generous sprinkle of chives. 

Cooking the World has an easy-to-follow recipe:

cooking-the-world.com/white-asparagus-salad-recipe

Better yet, check out Cooking the 
World’s video on the best way to 
work with this beautiful vegetable.

Roasted White Asparagus
The classic way you will find white asparagus being served in Ger-

man restaurants is as simple as possible. Roasted or pan-fried with 

butter, then blanketed with one of two well-known sauce variations:

Hollandaise Sauce: Egg yolks combined with butter, lemon and 

fresh herbs (like chives) with salt and pepper. Perfect for eggs and, of 

course, asparagus.

Bearnaise Sauce: Also egg yolks with butter, but with white wine, 

shallots, tarragon and chervil. Great for grilled meat or fish, too.

A plant-based option I have also drizzled over the top of roasted 

asparagus is a Tahini-Lemon sauce from the website Elle Republic: 

ellerepublic.de/en/roasted-white-asparagus-with-tahini-lemon-sauce

all the ways to do

SPARGELZEITSPARGELZEIT
By Erica Fowler

MMy favorite season in Germany thus far is spring. Apart 

from the amiable weather and re-opening of outdoor 

activities, it is also when you will see more stalls sell-

ing fresh produce and flowers. April to June is prime time for a 

tasty vegetable that I hadn’t tried until I got to Germany: white 

asparagus or “weißer Spargel.” It has a sweeter flavor than green 

asparagus and can be quite tender, especially if you opt for the 

premium quality harvest. Here are a few dishes you must try that 

bring this delicately delicious “white gold” to new heights.
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Superstore 
GLOBUS Handelshof 
St. Wendel GmbH & Co. KG 
Betriebsstätte Wiesbaden
Ostring 2, 65205 Wiesbaden-Nordenstadt
Telephone: 06122 5056-0 
Fax: 06122 5056-106
globus-wiesbaden.de 
Email: info-sbwib@globus.de
(Gesellschaftssitz:  Am Wirthembösch, 66606 St. Wendel)

Open:
Monday–Saturday:  
8 AM to 10 PM
Closed on Sundays and            
public holidays

Gas Station:
Open 24/7                     
Only self-service                
All credit cards accepted

All major credit 
cards accepted!

Come to fresh and friendly GLOBUS!
Located directly off A66, Exit  Wiesbaden-Nordenstadt



www.brauhaus-castel.de 
info@brauhaus-castel.de  
Tel. 06134-24999 
Otto Suhr Ring 27 | 55252 Mainz-Kastel American Dollars Accepted

Private & Company Events  |  Hail & Farewells  |  Capacity up to 250 People

•  Homemade Craft Beer 
•  Authentic German Food
•  Fabulous Beer Garden 
•  Guided Brewery Tours on request
•  Open all day from 11:30
•  English speaking staff
•  All meals and beer available to go

Experience Brauhaus Castel's:

Finest MicrobreweryFinest Microbrewery

One of Germany’s
Finest Microbrewery

One of Germany’s


